
3A Racing Air Filter 

 
Where From: eBay and some auto shops. 
Price: $30 
Product Description: Performance Air Filters 
Product Review By: Benny_C

 
FITMENT: 
They are BIG! (by that I mean mainly in 
length) Longer than an Apexi filter. I have a 
UAS front bar and it "just" rubs against the 
mesh at the top/middle. But still fits without 
putting pressure or stress on any parts.  
Fitment will be similar on a stock bar and other 
aftermarket bars as well, They also come in a 
range of colours as per THIS ARTICLE (which 
also shows part numbers and dimensions) 
 
EXTRAS: 
The 3A Racing filter does NOT come with an 
adaptor plate to mount onto your AFM. You can 
readily get these from most auto part stores. I got mine from Autobarn. These 
will set you back around $20-$25. (which adds to total cost. Eg: (Filter ~$30) + 
(Adaptor ~$20-$25) = $50-$55 TOTAL. 
 
FLOW TEST: (Via Datascan Air Flow readings) 
First off the bat, I previously had a HKS Power Flow on my Zed, I've never had a 
stock air box so can't compare to that. 
Ideally a flow test would be best done on a dyno with output power results - and 
also comparing a stock air box Vs the 3A Racing filter, but I can't offer that info. 
So I’ve done a couple of runs before (with HKS) and after (with 3A) using 
Datascans Air Flow readings: 
 
HKS Power Flow: (before) 
CTP: 1.25 (800rpm) 
WOT: 4.32 (6,000rpm on power run) 
 
3A Racing Filter: (after) 
CTP: 1.32 (800rpm) 
WOT: 4.44 (6,000rpm on power run) 
 
Results on this test shows the 3A Racing filter has a bit better flow than even my 
HKS - not much and I can't imagine this difference making much difference on 
the dyno, but nevertheless still more. And considering my old HKS retails for 
$120+ and are known as a very good flowing filter, the value is clearly in the 3A 
Racing filter. And if the filtration is anything like on the original filters 
review HERE then it will win hands down. 
It's also a dry filter so no oiling is required. 
 
OVERALL: 
I would say the comparison between the 3A filter and a Stock air box will be a 
huge difference. So I would recommend these units to anyone who wants a high 
flowing filter with proven high filtration for a cheap price! 
 
Cheers, 
Benny_C  

http://www.aus300zx.com/forum/member.php?u=3044
http://www.3aracing.com.au/HTML%20Folder/01Air%20_Filter_3A_Racing.html
http://www.3aracing.com.au/HTML%20Folder/Images/Air%20Filter%20Shoot%20Out.pdf

